
BY STEVE COMUS
Calif. Guns & Hunting Guns Editor

When products are good, it is
easy to write a review of them.
When products are outstand-
ing, the article seems to write 
itself. That’s the way it was
when I checked out three loads
from HS Munitions, Inc. of
Stevensville, Montana.

The loads checked out were
two in .308 Winchester and one
in .44 Magnum. Four different
firearms were used in the
process. All three loads featured
Sierra bullets.

First load to be checked was
the HSM 168-grain HPBT
Match loading. I ran it through
a rifle I hadn’t shot for a while
— the Blaser Tactical 2 rig that
was marketed some years back
by SIG.

It is nice to have such a rifle

for all kinds of reasons, not the
least of which is that it tends 
to shoot any decent ammo at 
least well.

Since I was shooting for
groups, I didn’t bother to try to
re-zero the 4-14x56mm Spring -
field Armory 3rd Generation
Government scope at 100 yards.
It already was zeroed for a 168-
grain handload I worked up a
couple of decades ago.

The first shot put a hole in
the target, just scratching the
10-ring at roughly 11 o’clock.
Second shot made a nice figure-
8 with the first shot and then
the third shot decided to go
right into the hole made by the
second shot, enlarging it ever
so slightly.

I could claim that the differ-
ence between the first shot and
the following two was that the
first shot was out of a cold bar-

rel, but that would be BS.
Frankly, although I knew the
third shot was in the tight group
right after I shot it, I didn’t get
too excited until I had the target
in my hand and could see that
the top hole was ever so slightly
larger than the bottom one.

Bottom line, depending on

how one might want to measure
the three-shot group, it is either
0.25 or 0.26 center-to-center.
Take your pick. Since the object
of the exercise was to test the
ammo, I’ll declare a quarter-inch
or so group quite okay for appli-
cation where one might want to
shoot the 168-grain .308 load-

ing. Or, put another way, the
ammo didn’t cause the group to
be big. I suspect that any irregu-
larity in the group had to do
with pilot error.

The second load tried out
was HSM’s Low Recoil round in
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THE AUTHOR SHOOTS SIG tactical rifle, using HSM Match load for the .308 Win. cartridge. The ammo
worked great.

HS Munitions Ammo
not just good, 

but outstanding! 

HSM AMMO/next page



.308 Winchester, featuring a
150-grain bullet.

“What makes the HSM Low
Recoil rifle rounds so radically
different, so unique, is they all
feature full, standard weight-
for-caliber hunting bullets!”
HSM reported. “There is no
compromise in performance
and accuracy when compared
to bullets found topping other
low recoil ammunition,” the
company added. 

“A ‘Magic Bullet,’ indeed!
HSM partnered with world-
renowned Sierra Bullets in 
developing these HSM propri-
etary bullets featuring a distinct
HSM orange polymer tip,” HSM
stated. “They are as techno -
logically advanced as has yet
been encountered. Shoots
great! Less recoil!”

Since this is supposed to be a
low recoil proposition, it made
sense to shoot it through a light
rifle. For that, I chose my New
Ultra Light Arms .308 that,
with Leupold VX-3 2.5-
8x36mm scope, sling and even
scope cover, weighs right at 
61⁄2 pounds total.

When Melvin Forbes made
that rifle for me a number of
years ago, he did a superb job. It
is an uncommonly accurate rifle
with most good ammo and
proved to keep the string going
with the HSM Low Recoil ammo.

The three-shot group, de-
pending on how one wants to
play with the micrometer,
measures either 0.50 or .051-
inch (100 yards). More or less
half-inch accuracy in a light
hunting rifle will put meat on
the table and antlers on the
wall every time. 

HSM claims its Low Recoil
.308 load delivers 2,350 feet per
second muzzle velocity. Over the
Oehler chronograph, I clocked
the loads through the 22-inch
barrel of a Mossberg Patriot rifle
at a median velocity of 2,316, ex-
treme spread of 20 fps and stan-
dard deviation of 10 fps. That’s
consistent by any measure.

Shooting the Low Recoil
ammo through the 61⁄2-pound
New Ultra Light Arms rig was
totally comfortable. However,
that rifle doesn’t deliver snappy
perceived recoil, even with
heavier loads; so for kicks and
giggles, I ran some of the low
recoil ammo through a Moss-
berg Patriot rifle. 

The particular Mossberg rig
I used was one of those pack-
age deals Mossberg offered that
included a Vortex 3-9x40
Crossfire scope. Nice outfit.
Typically, it tends to deliver
groups about an inch in 
di ameter with good ammo and
that’s what happened with the
HSM loads. Largest group at
100 yards was 1.10-inch and
smallest was 0.91-inch. Felt 

recoil from the Mossberg was
negligible. I’d say it felt more
or less like a .243 Winchester
— maybe a .250 Savage on a
tender day. In other words, it
felt great.

I have not personally taken a
big game animal with the Low
Recoil loading, but have no
doubt it would work fine, sim-
ply because I have taken many
animals — both deer and hogs
in the bunch — over the years
with 150-grain Sierra bullets.
They have included both mule
deer and big whitetails in the
northeast — and at ranges
where impact velocities were
about where the Low Recoil
loading would be at 100 to 150
yards. Performance was flawless
on all of the deer and pigs.

I happened to do the workout
for these loads at a public range
and was fascinated to see the in-
terest in low recoil loads. The
others who watched were im-
pressed, as well. When word got
around that I was shooting some
low recoil ammo, there was a
quick line that formed, each
shooter wanting to see about it
for himself or herself. Some shot
a round each through the Moss-
berg Patriot, while others used
their own rifles. They loved the
stuff, so it looks like HS has a
winner in that round.

The .44 Magnum round
worked great and felt good. At
first, I shot it through my Smith
& Wesson 629 Light Hunter re-
volver with Leupold scope. Then
I tried the load through my
S&W Model 29 with 83⁄8-inch
barrel and standard mechanical
sights. The ammo was as consis-
tent as one could hope to have.
Median velocity for the 240-
grain Sierra hollow-point bullet

was 1,147 feet per second, and
standard deviation was 15.
Groups were a credible 11⁄2 to 2
inches at 50 yards. I suspect that
the ammo probably can deliver
somewhat better accuracy, be-
cause I can’t shoot revolvers as
well as I did when I used them
routinely for big game hunting.

Even so, there was not a shot
at 50 yards that would not have
bagged a deer or hog at that dis-
tance (or a rabbit for that mat-
ter). And, I have taken both deer
and hogs repeatedly with the
Sierra 240-grain .44 bullet, so
there is no question about bullet
performance if the animal is hit
in the right place.

Bottom line: this is some
great ammo.
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On-Site European Trained Gun Smithing and Factory Authorized Service

Pacific Sporting Arms
912 W. 10th St. Azusa, CA 91702 • (626) 633-1002

Toll Free: (866) 4shotgun (866 474-6848) • Fax: (626) 633-1113 
www.pacificsportingarms.com

Tues-Fri.: 8:30am- 5:30pm • Sat.: 10am-5pm  • Closed Sun and Mon

The West Coast’s

Premier Dealer
of Competition and 
Field Shotguns 
and Rifles.
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Over 350 new and used 
shotguns available in our 

revolving inventory
Full line of top name 

accessories and clothing
Consultation for all 

our customers to help choose
the perfect gun

ARCHERY SEASONS are now open in some zones. Bill Gaines of
Gaines and Associates Public Relations took this beautiful 4x4 last
season in the Motherlode region of NorCal on private ground. 

THE NEW ULTRA-
LIGHT arms rifle 
shot the HSM 150-
grain Low Recoil 
load well, as the
three-shot, 100-yard
group here indicates.

THE S&W
LIGHT
Hunter 
did its job
with HSM
240-grain
.44 Magnum
load with a
nice 50-yard
group that
is minute-
of-deer, or
something
like that.

THE SIG TACTICAL rifle delivered tiny group with HSM 168-grain
Match load.

HSM Ammo…
Continued from previous page

Archery Zones Seasons 
currently or soon to be open 

in SoCal 
(and a few points beyond):

Zones D-3 through D-10: Opened Aug. 18 and runs
through Sept. 9. D-3 through D-5 tags are valid during the
archery or general season in D-3, D-4 or D-5). 

Zones D-15, D-16, D-17, D-19 : Archery Deer Season
opens in on Sept. 1 and runs through Sept. 23. 

Zone A-22 San Diego Archery Either-Sex Deer Hunt
(Split Season), Sept. 1 – Oct. 18 and Nov. 17 - Dec. 31.


